Old Carolina Brick Company

Genuine Handmade Brick

Founded on a Heritage of Authentic Brick Making Skill

475 Majolica Road  •  Salisbury, North Carolina 28147
phone: 704.636.8850  •  fax: 704.636.0000  •  email: ocb@salisbury.net
visit our website: www.handmadebrick.com
The classic, antique beauty of Old Carolina brick is created by hand. Each brick is hand moulded in the colonial tradition of craftsmanship and lasting beauty. Used on numerous historical restorations in Monticello, Williamsburg, Mount Vernon, and Charleston, Old Carolina brick adds a characteristic warmth and flavor of history to any design.

Based on a commitment to quality and authenticity, Old Carolina brick are each hand moulded and then fired with coal to provide the beautiful bisques and unique colors identical to those seen in brick made over 200 years ago. Our hand moulding operation imparts distinctive folds, finger marks, and other surface irregularities which make each brick individually characterized. From the largest architectural project to the smallest do-it-yourself fireplace, Old Carolina handmade brick will give that unique appearance unequalled by conventional machine made brick.

The photo samples in this brochure are intended to represent general color range and texture. Precise color fidelity is difficult to obtain in print. Brick selection should be made from product samples.